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Introduction  

High pressure studies have become increasingly important in the recent years, due to 

highly interesting phenomena observable upon the pressure applications. For example, 

quantum phase transitions, valence transitions and pressure-induced 

superconductivity. Primary reason for the pressure application is the change in the 

interatomic distances in a clean way, with conserved total number of electrons and 

chemical purity of the sample. How much pressure is needed to change the lattice 

constant or volume of the material is represented by the compressibility of the material. 

Moreover, compressibility can differ between various crystallographic axes of the 

material. 

Cerium intermetallic compounds are studied for a long time in regard to various 

interesting phenomena. One of the actual problems is the three-peak spectrum anomaly 

observed by inelastic neutron scattering measurements on the CeCuAl3 sample, which 

cannot be explained by standard means (classical crystal field model). It is believed 

that the anomaly is caused by a so-called vibron quasibound state – coupling between 

phonons and crystal-field excitations [1] – and is dependent on the interatomic 

distances. The chemical substitution method was used to study the effect of changing 

the interatomic distances on the anomaly. The neutron scattering experiment with the 

uniaxial pressure application instead of the chemical substitution is planned in the 

future. [1-3] 

The goal of this work is to study the method of measuring compressibility of materials 

along various crystallographic axes using miniature strain gages. Another goal is to 

demonstrate this method by measuring compressibility of the tetragonal material 

CeCuAl3 along the a and c crystallographic axes, which will be a part of the complex 

study of this material.  
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1. Theory 

1.1. Pressure  

Many important, e.g. magnetic properties of materials are studied by changing the 

atomic spacing. There are multiple techniques which change interatomic distance. 

Most common are chemical substitution, temperature change and pressure application. 

Each technique has individual characteristics. The chemical substitution uses different 

sizes of atoms (followed by interatomic distance changes), but it also changes the total 

number of electrons and results in changes in electron configuration. Temperature 

change does not influence the chemical structure of the material, but varies the degree 

of occupation of its quantum state. Pressure application results in variation of relative 

energies of the quantum states. [4]   

1.1.1. The definition of hydrostatic pressure [5] 

In the simplest terms, pressure can be defined as force per unit area 

 𝑝 =
𝐹

𝑆
  (1.1) 

For the precise specification of the terminology, in regard to different forms of stress, 

it is necessary to introduce the stress tensor: 

 𝝈 = (

𝜎11 𝜎12 𝜎13

𝜎21 𝜎22 𝜎23

𝜎31 𝜎32 𝜎33

)  (1.2) 

Diagonal components 𝜎𝑖𝑖 represent direct stress in three orthogonal directions. Non-

diagonal components 𝜎𝑖𝑗 (𝑖 ≠ 𝑗) represent shear stress. Direct stress is normal to the 

surface and tends to change the volume of the material. It is resisted by the body’s 

bulk modulus. Shear stress is tangential to the surface and tends to deform the 

material without changing its volume. It is resisted by body’s shear modulus. 
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figure 1.1: Stress components [5] 

Each component of the stress tensor is generally dependent on the position and time. 

Pressure is also generally dependent on the position and time, and can be defined as 

 𝑝(𝒓, 𝑡) = −
1

3
(𝜎11 + 𝜎22 + 𝜎33)  (1.3) 

Hydrostatic pressure is a special case, which requires no shear stress and isotropic 

normal stress 

 𝑝(𝒓, 𝑡) = −𝜎11 = −𝜎22 = −𝜎33  (1.4) 

 

figure 1.2: application of hydrostatic pressure [5] 
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Applying hydrostatic pressure generally causes a volume change of the material, but 

the amount of volume change varies for different materials. Materials ability to change 

its volume under pressure is described by its compressibility. The most common is the 

isothermal compressibility defined as  

 𝜅 = −
1

𝑉
(

𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝑝
)

𝑇
 (1.5) 

The bulk modulus mentioned with the stress tensor components represents how a 

material resists compression under pressure. It is simply defined as the inverse of the 

compressibility. 

 𝐾 =
1

𝜅
 (1.6) 

In high pressure studies, units most often used are gigapascals (GPa) or kilobars 

(kbar), since standard pascals are too small for most experiments. 1bar is 

approximately the value of the atmospheric pressure. 1𝑘𝑏𝑎𝑟 = 0.1𝐺𝑃𝑎 = 108𝑃𝑎  
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2. Experimental methods 

2.1. Pressure cell and its components 

In this experiment, a hybrid cylinder pressure cell (pressure cell from now) was used. 

This pressure cell is a double-layer type made of CuBe (outer layer) and NiCrAl alloy 

(inner cylinder). This cell has an inner diameter of 6 mm and is designed to withstand 

a pressure up to approx. 2.3 GPa. The key for choosing the proper type of pressure cell 

is reaching a balance between the volume of the sample space and the maximum 

achievable pressure. According to (1.1), bigger volume means stronger force applied 

and thus a pressure cell with a smaller sample space can withstand higher pressure. 

For example, a pressure cell of the same type but with the inner diameter of 4 mm is 

designed for pressures up to 3 GPa. 

 

figure 2.1: pressure cell and its components: 1.piston backup support, 2.pedestal, 

3.turnscrew jig, 4.plug backup support, 5.push rod, 6.remove rod, 7.hybrid cylinder, 

8.plug, 9.Teflon cell, 10.seal rings, 11.piston backup, 12.plug backup, 13. piston 

The sample space is located inside the Teflon cell and is supported by a seal ring from 

both sides. Wires from the plug are passing through the plug backup and the plug 

backup support out of the pressure cell. This end is tightly sealed by the plug backup 

support and is not moving during the experiment. Force is applied on the other side of 

the pressure cell by a mechanical press. It presses the push rod, which goes through 
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the piston backup support, applying force to piston backup, then to the piston and 

finally to the Teflon cell with the sample. Applied pressure can be then sealed by 

screwing the piston backup support. Pedestal, turnscrew jig and remove rod are 

accessory components, useful for the manipulation with the pressure cell, but are not 

actually a part of the pressure cell. 

 

figure 2.2: Hybrid cylinder with the Teflon cell partially pushed inside 

2.2. Pressure measurements  

For the measurement of pressure, we used a manganin manometer. It is a coil of 

electrically isolated manganin wire. Manganin is an alloy containing approximately 

86% of Cu, 12% of Mn and 2% of Ni.  

 

figure 2.3: Manganin manometer (under a microscope). 
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Its resistance is dependent on both pressure and temperature. It can be calculated as  

 𝑅(𝑇, 𝑝) = 𝑅(𝑇, 0){1 + 𝛼(𝑇)𝑝}  (2.1) 

and the pressure as  

 𝑝 =
𝑅(𝑇,𝑝)−𝑅(𝑇,0)

𝑅(𝑇,0)

1

𝛼(𝑇)
  (2.2) 

𝛼(𝑇) is the pressure coefficient of manganin manometers. It slightly varies for every 

individual manometer, as it is dependent on the diameter of the wire, but manufactured 

manometers have a very similar coefficient. Studies showed that 𝛼(𝑇) decreases with 

decreasing temperature to a minimum at 110K, then increases with decreasing 

temperature, with roughly 5% variation between the minimum and the value at the 

room temperature. [6] The temperature dependence was approximately treated as 

linear: 

 
1

𝛼(298𝐾)

𝑑𝛼(𝑇)

𝑑𝑇
= 2.56 × 10−4𝐾−1  above 110K   (2.4) 

 
1

𝛼(298𝐾)

𝑑𝛼(𝑇)

𝑑𝑇
= −3.80 × 10−4𝐾−1 below 110K  (2.5) 

𝛼(293𝐾) was determined to be 2.465 × 10−3𝑘𝑏𝑎𝑟−1 [7]. Pressure measurements at 

constant room temperature are much simpler compared to ones with changing 

temperature. At a constant temperature, all that is needed are the pressure coefficient, 

the resistance in ambient pressure (which are constants for the constant temperature) 

and the resistance in the pressure that is measured. On the other hand, to determine the 

pressure in an experiment with a large temperature interval, 𝑅(𝑇, 0) for the entire 

temperature interval is needed. Long-term experience in this method of pressure 

measurement led to the estimation of standard error 0.5kbar at room temperature. 

2.3. Strain measurements [8] 

For the measurement of strain, we used strain gages (SG from now), namely type SKF-

24566 with a length of the active part 0.5mm made by Kyowa, Japan. SG is a metallic 

pattern (grid) printed on a polymer film. The geometry of the grid makes its resistance 
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very sensitive to strain in one direction, and insensitive in other directions, making it 

ideal for strain measurements along the crystallographic axes.  

 

 

figure 2.4: Strain gage with 0.5mm sensitive area (under a microscope). The 

alignment is for the measurement of strain along the horizontal axis. 

Resistance of SG is linearly dependent on the strain of the material and can be 

represented as  

 𝑟𝑚 = 𝐺𝜀  (2.6) 

where 𝑟𝑚 is the relative resistance, 𝜀 is the strain and 𝐺 is the gage factor. The gage 

factor is dependent on temperature, but not on the pressure. At room temperature it is 

approximately 2, but it is slightly different for individual SGs. We used SGs from a 

single produced batch, for which the manufacturer determined the gage factor at room 

temperature 𝐺 = 2.02 ± 1.5%. Strain can be caused by applying pressure or changing 

the temperature of the material. These changes affect not only the studied material, but 

also the SG itself. Therefore, we must use appropriate temperature and pressure 

corrections to determine the actual strain of the sample. 

2.3.1. Strain measurements under ambient pressure 

Measurement of temperature dependence of the strain (thermal expansion) under 

ambient pressure requires temperature corrections. Firstly, the gage factor is dependent 

on temperature. Secondly, we need to bear in mind the thermal expansion of the SG 
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and the thermal changes of the electrical conductivity of the grid alloy. This leads to 

the correction of the measured relative resistance in a form of the function 𝐹(𝑇): 

 𝜀𝑆(𝑇) =
1

𝐺(𝑇)
{𝑟𝑚(𝑇) + 𝐹(𝑇)}  (2.7) 

This relation can be used with any material. Therefore, we can use a reference material 

with a known 𝜀𝑅(𝑇) to determine 𝐹(𝑇). Good reference materials are pure Cu, Fe or 

Titanium Silicate (TSB-1). The thermal expansion of pure Cu is well tabulated in the 

temperature range from 5 to 300K [9] and TSB-1 has a very small thermal expansion 

coefficient. Cu with 6N purity (delivered by Alfa Aesar) was used in this experiment. 

𝜀𝑆(𝑇) can be determined using the reference data 𝜀𝑅(𝑇) as 

 𝜀𝑆(𝑇) = 𝜀𝑅(𝑇) +
1

𝐺(𝑇)
{𝑟𝑚(𝑇) − 𝑟𝑚,𝑅(𝑇)}  (2.8) 

where 𝑟𝑚,𝑅(𝑇) is the relative resistance of the SG on the reference material 

2.3.2. Strain measurements at room temperature 

Measurement of pressure dependence of strain at the room temperature requires 

pressure corrections. It was already stated that the gage factor is not dependent on 

pressure, which makes it a simple constant. We have to correct the relation by adding 

the isothermal strain of SG. If we neglect the higher powers of small magnitudes, the 

isothermal volume change can be expressed as  

 
𝑑𝑉

𝑉
= 3𝜀  (2.9) 

The isothermal strain can then be expressed as 

 𝜀 = −
1

3
𝜅𝑝  (2.10) 

where 𝜅 is the isometric compressibility. In addition, we have to correct the measured 

relative resistance with respect to the pressure effect on the electrical conductivity of 

the grid alloy, which leads to the relation 

 𝜀(𝑝) =
1

𝐺
{𝑟𝑚(𝑝) + 𝐶𝑔𝑝} −

1

3
𝜅𝑔𝑝  (2.11) 
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where 𝐶𝑔 is the pressure coefficient of electrical resistance of the grid alloy. Properties 

of the grid alloy 𝐶𝑔 and 𝜅𝑔 can be determined from relevant calibrations, or they can 

be extracted from the relation with a use of a reference material similarly as in the 

subchapter above (see 2.3.1). With the appropriate data 𝜀𝑅(𝑝) of a reference material, 

𝜀𝑆(𝑝) of the sample can be determined as 

 𝜀𝑆(𝑝) = 𝜀𝑅(𝑝) +
1

𝐺
{𝑟𝑚(𝑝) − 𝑟𝑚,𝑅(𝑝)}  (2.12) 

2.3.3. Strain measurements under high pressure 

The most difficult type of these experiments would be the combination of two 

conditions mentioned above: measurement of the thermal expansion at various 

pressure points. Combining the pressure and temperature corrections, we receive the 

following relation 

 𝜀𝑆(𝑇, 𝑝) =
1

𝐺(𝑇)
{𝑟𝑚(𝑇, 𝑝) + 𝐹(𝑇) + 𝐶𝑔𝑝} −

1

3
𝜅𝑔𝑝  (2.13) 

Using the data 𝜀𝑅(𝑇)|𝑝=𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 of the reference material, we can determine the thermal 

expansion of the sample under the constant pressure with the relation 

 𝜀𝑆(𝑇)|𝑝=𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 = 𝜀𝑅(𝑇)|𝑝=𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 +
1

𝐺(𝑇)
{𝑟𝑚(𝑇) − 𝑟𝑚,𝑅(𝑇)}  (2.14) 

However, there are some difficulties in this type of experiment. First would be the 

maintenance of the constant pressure in the sample space during the cooling and 

heating process. The pressure medium has its own thermal expansion and during the 

cooling process, pressure drops are unavoidable unless more pressure is steadily 

applied during the process. Second problem is acquiring reference data, which are very 

rare considering the difficulty of pressure experiments and the fact that every pressure 

point requires its own reference data in a broad temperate range. 

2.4. Sample space components 

Sample space is located in the cylinder Teflon cell (TC from now) with a 6mm 

diameter. Inner diameter of the TC and therefore of the sample space is approximately 

4.5mm. Length of the TC without any applied pressure is 21mm. Taking into account 
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the length of the plug pushed partially inside the TC and the compression of the 

medium after applied pressure, the sample space length we can work with is 

approximately 12mm. 

In this experiment, the sample space contains:  

1. one manganin manometer  

2. CeCuAl3 sample with 2 SGs attached on it: one SG oriented to measure strain 

along the c crystallographic axis and the other one perpendicularly, to measure strain 

along the a axis  

3. Cu 6N piece with one SG attached on it (reference) 

 

figure 2.5: Sample space components. The second SG attached on the sample is not 

visible, because it is on the bottom of the sample. 

For the measurement of the resistance of the manganin manometer and three SGs, the 

four-point method was used with respect to expected small changes of the resistance. 

The precise knowledge of the tiny changes of the resistance is important for final 

statement about the pressure (manganin) or about the measured element prolongation 

(SG). The manganin had its own electric circuit, which required 4 wires. Three SGs 

had their own electric circuit, which required 8 wires (2 for the current and 6 for the 

voltages). Together, 12 wires were used. 
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2.4.1 Pressure medium  

Another important part of the sample space is the pressure medium (PM from now). 

It’s a special liquid responsible for the equal distribution of the pressure within the 

sample space, resulting in a good approximation of the hydrostatic pressure. In the 

ideal case, all sample space components are enveloped by the PM from every direction. 

PMs are typically special oils or mixtures of oligomers. In our department, we mostly 

use the special oil Daphne 7373 [10] or the newer variant Daphne 7474 [11]. The most 

important information about a PM is its solidification conditions and thermal 

compressibility. If the PM solidifies, the balanced redistribution of pressure becomes 

apart from the ideal case, so it is important to maintain it in the liquid state during the 

experiment, if possible - namely during the process of changing the pressure (usually 

at room temperature). The thermal compressibility is causing the undesirable pressure 

drop during the cooling. It is known that Daphne 7373 solidifies in the pressure around 

2.2GPa at the room temperature and Daphne 7474 around 3.7GPa. On the other hand, 

Daphne 7373 seems to have a smaller thermal compressibility than Daphne 7474 [12]. 

In this experiment, Daphne 7373 was used, because it solidifies in the pressure close 

to the maximum pressure of our cell and will thus be liquid for most of the pressures 

set at room temperature.  

2.4.2 SG preparation 

SGs are fixed (“glued”) on the sample by a special adhesive PC-600 made by Kyowa, 

Japan. A smooth flat surface large enough for the SG is required on the sample, 

oriented along the desired crystallographic axis. After applying the adhesive on the 

surface and fixing the SG on it with the right orientation, small uniaxial pressure is 

then applied. Then the sample with SG is heated is the furnace for 5 hours at different 

temperatures up to 150°C, according to the thermal plan prescribed by the 

manufacturer of the SG and the glue. After this process and the release of the uniaxial 

pressure, it is recommended to heat it once again without any applied pressure for more 

stability.  
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3. Previous results 

The studied material CeCuAl3 is one of the CeTX3 intermetallic compounds (where T 

is a transition metal d element and X is a p metal). This group of materials is intensively 

studied, revealing properties such as heavy-fermion behavior, valence fluctuations and 

pressure-induced superconductivity. Interesting behavior originates in the vicinity of 

the energy of Ce 4f shell level to the 5d and 6s levels. Magnetic properties arise mostly 

from the competition between the long-range magnetic order of the Ruderman-Kittel-

Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) type and the Kondo effect. [2] 

CeCuAl3 crystallizes in a non-centrosymmetric tetragonal BaNiSn3-type structure. Its 

symmetry belongs to the space group I4mm. [1] 

The inelastic neutron scattering measurements 

revealed the presence of three magnetic 

excitations in the paramagnetic regime. These 

excitations can’t be explained as pure CEF 

(crystal electric field) effect. Rather, it is most 

probably caused by a vibron quasibond state, 

observed in the cubic compound CeAl2. The 

vibron form factor was calculated and is similar 

to that corresponding to the 4f 1 Ce3+ ion. This 

vibron form factor agrees with the observed Q-

dependent intensities of all three spectral 

features. [1] 

This phenomenon was closely investigated in regard to the influence of Cu-Al doping. 

Three magnetic peaks were observed in the samples CeCuAl3 and CeCu0.95Al3.05, while 

for the samples CeCu0.75Al3.25 and CeCu1.10Al2.90 the standard two peaks were 

observed. Other samples revealed less resolved low-energy magnetic peak, thus 

staying between the two former cases. The evolution of the three-peak spectrum and 

the standard two-peak spectrum is continuous, therefore it is believed that the 

explanation lies in the connection between the evolution of magnetic excitations and 

the change of the interatomic distances caused by the chemical substitution Cu-Al. The 

goal of the further study is to observe the influence of the change of the interatomic 

 
figure 3.1: structure of CeCuAl3 

[3] 
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distances by the application of the uniaxial pressure. Therefore, the data of the 

isothermal compressibility studied in this work are believed to be useful in the 

experiment planned in the future. [3] 

 

figure 3.2: Low-Q (2.43 Å−1) magnetic scattering in CeCuAl3 at 4.7K (a) and 150K 

(b) at an incident energy 𝐸𝑖 = 40𝑚𝑒𝑉 [1] 
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4. Results and discussion 

4.1 Pressure dependence of strain at room temperature 

For the pressure dependence, 4 values of resistance had to be measured (resistance of 

the manganin manometer, which was automatically used to calculate the pressure in 

the cell - according to equation (2.2), see the sec. 2.2 - and the resistance of the 3 SGs). 

Pressure was applied by a manually operated press. After the desired pressure point 

was reached, we re-plugged the wires to measure all 4 values and moved to another 

pressure point. Keeping the sample space components at the room temperature was 

not a problem, since the cell was standing at the metal pedestal placed atop the metal 

body of the press – acting as a thermal reservoir and assuring sufficient thermal 

exchange. After the pressure application, the piston was pushed inside the cell by the 

press approximately 3.7mm more than at the beginning (meaning the sample space in 

TC compressed for about that length). The load, produced by the press, needed for the 

final pressure point 2.3GPa was approximately 7.5tons. The evolution of resistance of 

the SGs at room temperature including marked position of the solidification of the 

pressure medium at 2.2GPa is visible on the figure 4.1. 

 

figure 4.1: Resistance of the 3 SGs, attached on the Cu reference material and the 

CeCuAl3 sample along a and c crystallographic axes 
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4.1.1 Pressure correction 

Using the relation (2.6) and the data of resistance of the SG on Cu reference material, 

the strain of Cu without corrections was calculated and compared to the actual strain 

of Cu calculated with the use of (2.10). For this purpose, the tabulated value of the 

pressure coefficient of Cu 𝜅𝐶𝑢 = 0.0073𝐺𝑃𝑎−1 was used [9]. As we can see in figure 

4.2, the measured strain is smaller than the actual one, thanks to the pressure response 

of the grid alloy. It is also notable that the SG on Cu is not oriented along any 

crystallographic axis, because Cu was used in a form of a polycrystal.. 

 

figure 4.2: Pressure dependence of tabulated and measured strain of Cu reference 

material 

The searched pressure correction is the difference between these two functions in 

figure 4.2. According to the relation (2.11) it should be linearly dependent on pressure, 

which agrees with figure 4.2. To calculate this correction a linear fit was performed 

with a result (with purely statistical error): 

1

𝐺
𝐶𝑔 −

1

3
𝜅𝑔 = (−1.45 ± 0.02) × 10−4𝑘𝑏𝑎𝑟−1 
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In the article [8], the pressure correction was calculated by using the constants 

 𝐶𝑔 = 2 × 10−4𝑘𝑏𝑎𝑟−1 and 𝜅𝑔 = 6 × 10−4𝑘𝑏𝑎𝑟−1. These values give a pressure 

correction 
1

𝐺
𝐶𝑔 −

1

3
𝜅𝑔 = −1 × 10−4𝑘𝑏𝑎𝑟−1, which is relatively close to our value, 

considering we used different SG type. 

figure 4.3: The difference between the tabulated and measured strain of Cu reference 

material, representing the pressure correction for this SG, linearly fitted 

4.1.2 Corrected pressure dependence of strain 

Finally, if we add the pressure correction to the measured strain of the sample, the 

actual strain of the sample can be calculated with (2.12). As we can see in figure 4.4, 

the sample has a higher compressibility along the c axis in higher pressure, while at 

low pressure it is similar to the compressibility along a axis. The most interesting 

development can be seen in the pressure between 5GPa and 9GPa, where a clear 

anomaly can be seen. This effect is clearly seen along the c axis, but it also has a 

notable impact on a axis as well. It is not probable that the reason for this effect is an 

inequality in the pressure distribution within the cell (e.g. nonhydrostatic condition), 

so we expect its origin in the properties of the sample. 
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figure 4.4: The corrected strain of CeCuAl3 along the a and c crystallographic axes 

CeCuAl3 has a tetragonal structure, therefore it has 2 a axes and 1 c axis. Both a axes 

have the same compressibility because of the crystal symmetry. Using the equation 

(2.9), the isothermal volume change of the sample can be calculated as  

 
𝑑𝑉

𝑉
= 2𝜀𝑎 + 𝜀𝑐 (4.1) 
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figure 4.5: isothermal volume change of the CeCuAl3 sample 

4.2 Temperature dependence of strain  

The temperature dependence was measured using the closed-cycle cryocooler (CCR) 

in two different pressures, working with the same setup. The first measurement was 

supposed to be in ambient pressure, but pressure cell properties did not allow this. The 

reason is the pressure drop from the cooling process would cause the PM to leak out 

from the TC if the pressure was too low at the beginning of the measurement. 

Therefore we applied approximately 3kbar of pressure at room temperature before the 

measurement. The second measurement began with the pressure being approximately 

21.7kbar, representing a temperature dependence measurement in high pressure. These 

measurements are additional aspects above the requested goal of this work. They only 

offer additional insight into the methodology used in this work. 

For the purpose of calculating the temperature correction, the temperature dependence 

of the SG attached to Cu were measured in ambient pressure. This dependence was 

measured in a PPMS instrument (Quantum Design) using ETO option and helium 

exchange gas.  
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4.2.1 Temperature correction  

For the calculation of the temperature correction, expressed with the function 𝐹(𝑇), 

we need three temperature dependencies: strain gage factor 𝐺(𝑇), tabulated strain of 

Cu 𝜀𝐶𝑢,𝑡𝑎𝑏(𝑇) and the measured relative resistance change of the SG attached to Cu 

𝑟𝑚,𝐶𝑢(𝑇). Then, using the relation (2.7) the function 𝐹(𝑇) can be expressed as 

 𝐹(𝑇) = 𝐺(𝑇). 𝜀𝐶𝑢,𝑡𝑎𝑏(𝑇) − 𝑟𝑚,𝐶𝑢(𝑇)  (4.2) 

A rough linear approximation was used to determine the temperature dependence of 

the SG factor. For this purpose, we used the engineering data sheet packed together 

with the batch of SGs used in the experiment.  

𝐺(𝑇) = 2.02 (1 − 1.6955 × 10−4(𝑇 − 297.15𝐾)) 

 

figure 4.6: engineering data sheet of the used SGs 
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Data of 𝑟𝑚,𝐶𝑢(𝑇) were acquired from the measurement in PPMS in ambient pressure. 

The data of 𝜀𝐶𝑢,𝑡𝑎𝑏(𝑇) were provided by J. Kamarád. The difference between the 

measured and tabulated change of the relative resistance 𝐹(𝑇) represent the 

temperature effect on the SG grid alloy and thus the temperature correction (for this 

specific type of SGs) 

 

figure 4.7: determination of the temperature correction function 𝐹(𝑇) 

4.2.2 Pressure correction 

Studies showed that during decreasing temperature from room temperature down to 

low temperatures a pressure drop in the cell is going on, which is of approximately 

equal value, independent of the starting pressure [10,12]. This value is dependent on 

the PM used and its value is about 2.2kbar for the Daphne 7373. To include the 

pressure changes during the experiment, we need to know the behavior of the pressure 

drop. For this purpose, we used values from [5]. Separate pressure corrections can be 

calculated with the use of measured 
1

𝐺
𝐶𝑔 −

1

3
𝜅𝑔. However, we need to neglect the 

temperature dependence of the gage factor 𝐺(𝑇) in this approach, since we do not 

know the individual values of material constants 𝐶𝑔 and 𝜅𝑔. 
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figure 4.8: The behavior of the pressure drop for various PMs, including Daphne 

7373 used in this work [5] 

4.2.3 Temperature dependence of strain 

An important difference between the pressure dependence and the temperature 

dependence is that in the latter case the PM solidifies during the experiment and 

remains solidified for a big portion of the experiment (during the pressure dependence 

experiment, Daphne 7373 solidified only at the end with the highest attainable pressure 

at room temperature). As we can see in the figures 4.9 and 4.10, there is an evident 

difference in 𝑟𝑚(𝑇, 𝑃) between the cooling and heating process. The phase diagram 

for Daphne 7373 is known [10], thus we can determine the solidification point of 

Daphne 7373. The data seem to be uniform above 200 K in the first experiment, while 

this difference is noticeable throughout the second experiment. We believe that the 

measured hysteresis is caused by the solidified PM. It is also noticeable that for a axis, 

resistance is higher during the cooling than the heating and for the c axis is it the other 

way around. Another interesting observation is the sudden change of resistance during 

the cooling (clearly visible in figure 4.10 at temperature 91 K and for the a axis in 

figure 4.9 at 82 K). We do not know the nature of this phenomenon yet.  
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figure 4.9: Relative changes of resistance of SGs attached to the sample along the a 

and c axes during the first measurement (starting at 3kbar) . Black and red arrows 

indicate the time order. Blue arrows indicate the solidification point of the PM 

according to [10] 

 

figure 4.10: Relative changes of resistance of SGs attached to the sample along the a 

and c axes during the second measurement (starting at 21.7kbar) . Black and red 

arrows indicate the time order. Blue arrows indicate the solidification point of the 

PM according to [10] 
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To demonstrate the method of acquiring temperature dependence of strain we 

interpolated either the cooling or the heating part of the experiment for the strain 

calculation. Since this is not a pure temperature dependence, but the pressure is slightly 

changing too, we used both temperature and pressure corrections in relation (2.13). 

Figures 4.11-13 show the final temperature-pressure dependences. Individual lines 

represent temperature dependence with constant pressure corrections. They are only 

auxiliary and there is always only one point on each line corresponding to the constant 

value of pressure we aim for. The resulting points in the following figures represent 

the final isobaric temperature dependence of the strain along the particular direction.  

 

figure 4.11: Temperature-pressure dependence of strain along a axis of the sample 

from the first experiment 
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figure 4.12: Temperature-pressure dependence of strain along c axis of the sample 

from the first experiment 

 

figure 4.13: Temperature-pressure dependence of strain along c axis of the sample 

from the second experiment 
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Final dependence (represented by red points) for a axis is descending with decreasing 

temperature for almost the whole temperature range. For the c axis, it starts with an 

increasing tendency, reaching maximum at about 216 K in both experiments. 

Important thing to consider in this dependence is that while decreasing temperature 

normally results in negative strain, decreasing pressure results in positive strain, which 

ultimately results in these two competing against each other. In higher temperatures, 

pressure changes affect strain more than temperature changes, but later temperature 

changes start to affect strain more than the pressure changes. 
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Conclusion 

The method of volume change measurements under hydrostatic pressure with 

miniature strain gages was closely studied in this work. Measurements on a highly 

pure copper reference material were done for the determination of pressure and 

temperature corrections for a specific type of SGs. Temperature correction is 

represented by the function 𝐹(𝑇) in figure 4.7. Pressure correction is represented by 

the properties of the grid alloy  
1

𝐺
𝐶𝑔 −

1

3
𝜅𝑔 = (−1.45 ± 0.02) × 10−4𝑘𝑏𝑎𝑟−1 

This method was demonstrated by measuring the pressure dependence of strain along 

2 crystallographic axes of the tetragonal CeCuAl3 sample up to 2.3GPa. This 

measurement was also done as a contribution to the complex study of this material and 

its interesting magnetic properties. We also demonstrated and evaluated the 

measurement of temperature dependence of strain in two different pressures with 

corrections for constant pressure over the whole temperature range. 
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List of Abbreviations 
 

CEF – crystal electric field 

PM – pressure medium 

SG – strain gage 

TC – Teflon cell 


